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Abstract

Planning and control under uncertainty is a central problem in robotics and artificial intel-
ligence. Typically phrased in terms of Bellman equations and value-functions, the stochastic
control problem also admits a “first-principles” definition as one of optimizing a controller’s
expected reinforcement over possible trajectories of a system. In Quantum Field Theory, a
similar situation arises termed “path integration” where quantities of interest are computed as
expectations (under a complex measure) by summing over all possible trajectories (or “paths”)
a system may take. Although the understanding of the control problem as one of maximiz-
ing an expectation is hardly novel, I contend that this rephrasing in terms of path integration
may be profitable. Much recent research in the engineering, statistics and artificial intelligence
communities can be viewed as sophisticated techniques for performing integration. I propose
that these techniques may be very useful in control. As preliminary results, I present novel
algorithms based on importance sampling and Minka’s [30] Expectation Propagation.

Defining the control problem in terms of distributions over paths also broadens the class of
problems that can be considered. Robotic applications motivate the development of techniques
that acknowledge the inevitability of under-modeling and model uncertainty. This proposal
presents two novel models that seek directly to minimize the risk and impact of brittle con-
trollers. The first extends the notion of optimization of the path-integral to an adversarial game
where nature chooses a possible system (including highly non-Markovian ones), and hence a
distribution over trajectories, from some large set that models our uncertainty. An efficient
dynamic-programming type algorithm is provided to solve this class of problems.

The second model captures uncertainty in learning a dynamic model. Large state-spaces
invariably lead to sparse training data and the certainty-equivalent approximation of ignoring
the resulting uncertainty may lead to controllers over-tuned to a particular, inaccurate model.
A more Bayesian approach to finding good controllers is suggested by integrating out the un-
certainty in the system model. This technique was used to learn robust controllers for Carnegie
Mellon’s autonomous helicopter using limited training data. The resulting controller is, to the
best of my knowledge, the first successful application of reinforcement learning to the difficult
problem of rotorcraft control.
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Introduction

The theory of quantum mechanics may be discussed in an elegant formulation due to Feynman
[13] known as path-integral or functional quantization. In this approach, quantities of interest to the
physicist, such as the propagator or density matrices, are computed by summing over all possible
paths a particle may take weighed by a (complex) measure on each of those paths. This approach is
often regarded as pedagogically superior to the canonical (Hilbert-space) quantization program as
it makes manifest symmetries critical to the physical system and the stochastic nature of quantum
mechanics. In many cases it is also the only known successful approach to quantization [40] and
further, establishes deep connections between Quantum Field Theory and Statistical Mechanics.

A foundational problem for artificial intelligence is that of controlling systems under uncer-
tainty. This work proposes path-integration (albeit using standard probability measures) as a foun-
dation for this problem of stochastic control; we view the problem of control or planning under
uncertainty as one of optimizing the value of a controlled path-integral over a set of policies.
Specifically, we will define the value of a controller as the expectation over paths (with distribution
induced by the controller) of the cost (reward) along a path. The more standard formulation in
terms of value-functions as fixed points of Bellman equations will arise for Markov Decision Prob-
lems (MDPs) from the one proposed here in a way analogous to the way Hamiltonian dynamics
arises from the Lagrangian formulation of mechanics.

Understanding the problem of stochastic control as related to integration is not novel, as many
researchers have defined the control problem as maximizing an expected reward over time. Rather,
it is my hope that the consistent and explicit interpretation of the problem in this light will pay
dividends in new computational and analytic tools. Further, the definition of the stochastic control
problem in terms of path integration broadens the class of control problems beyond the standard
MDP (or even Partial Observed MDP) formulations. Any system that, given a controller, defines
a unique probability measure on paths of a system is admissable, including problems involving
uncertain models and involving continuous time and state.

This works suggests that although many powerful algorithms (e.g. Value Iteration) fuse the
notions of computing the value of a controller with its optimization (and there are deep synergies
here that are not to be ignored), it is profitable to tease apart these processes. A great deal of recent
work in the communities of engineering and information sciences (e.g. [50] [30] [35] [21] ) can
be viewed as sophisticated analysis and algorithms of the kind of high-dimensional integrals that
path-integration will require. I will attempt to adapt and extend this work to control.

In this research proposal, I will first introduce the standard stochastic control models used in
robotics, operations research, and AI and discuss how well known algorithms may be interpreted
in terms of path-integration. Next I will demonstrate two new computational techniques for evalu-
ating controller performance. Finally, I will discuss two novel models of control under uncertainty
that generalize MDP models to handle model uncertainty and non-Markovian dynamics.

2. Path Integration
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The control problem is fairly intuitive but some formal definitions and notation will aid the dis-
cussion. A stochastic control problem consists of a space of paths (also called system trajectories)�

, a random variable � taking its values in the space of paths with distribution over paths ������� that
is a function of a sequence of controls and �
	������������������� ��� from a space � . We also typically have
a sequence of outputs (observations) ��� �! ���"����������� ��� . measurable with respect to � . A controller
is a feedback-type strategy that maps the history of observations �#���$!��������� % to a distribution over
controls 	&% , or more formally is a random variable measurable with respect to the observation his-
tory. We will at times refer to state-variables ' �( of the system that compose a path � . Unless stated
otherwise these may not be “states” in the physics or control theoretic sense of rendering the past
and future independent, but rather are convenient component variables of � . The goal of the control
problem is to find a controller that maximizes a reinforcement function )*����� defined over the path
space. In particular, we will have controllers parameterized by + , which induce a distribution over
paths ��,��-�.� and we seek to maximize the following expectation, termed the path integral (of the
reinforcement function )*�-�.� ):

/ ,1032546��,7���.�8)*����� (1)

This definition of course is given in terms of a discrete set of paths. It becomes a true integral
in the case of a continuum of paths. In the limit of arbitrarily fine partitions of time, we recover the
true functional integration of Feynman [13] (at least for statistical physics systems where we have
a standard probability measure). There are true subtleties in this case, and the integral is usually
defined as the limit on a fine, discrete lattice or with some momentum (Fourier transform) cutoff
to regulate what is otherwise a divergent process. Nevertheless, the discrete case is a powerful
intuitive device even for the continuous case. We now discuss some of the better known models
that are special cases of the path-integral definition.

2.1. Markov Decision Processes

The Markov Decision Process (MDP) forms perhaps the most common model in control, oper-
ations research, and machine learning. Although we discuss it in the discrete state case, it extends
naturally to continuous state (like the linear state-space models that dominate control theory). We
have a set of states from a space denoted 9 and controls denoted � . A reinforcement function)*��'�� is defined over the state space. (Trivial extensions exist to the case when ) is defined on the
a state, a control, and the next state; although for most of this document it is easier to discuss it in
the simplified form.) States are formally so in the sense that they obey the Markov property: ':�<;�= is
conditionally independent of the history of the process given only the control and ':� , the previous
state. In the language of graphical models [22] the MDP is a directed chain of states decorated
with control and reinforcement nodes:
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)*��' � � )*�-':=�� )*��' � �
' � ':= ' � �����

	 � 	:= 	 �
The term Markov Decision Problem refers to the process as well as a performance criterion:

the most common one is simply additive in time:

)����8��� �-�.� 0 2 � )*�-'&� �
The transition model describing ����' �<;�= 	 '&��
 	&� � , reward function, together with a distribution

over states at �10� and a controller uniquely fixes the value of the path integral. The well-known
discounted criteria (linear in time with exponentially decaying weight) can be easily captured under
the above definition by simply adding a transition to a zero-reward absorbing state with probability�����

, where
�

is the discount factor. An excellent elementary treatment of MDPs and the dynamic
programming algorithms most commonly used in their solution can be found in [42]. Conver-
gence of the path-integral is guaranteed for systems that almost-surely reach a terminating state (or
terminate in finite-time), which includes, of course, the discounted case.

The standard approach to the solution of MDPs is to leverage results known as Bellman’s
[8] equations, which establish a relationship between path integrals starting from different initial
states. The Bellman equations are either directly iterated as fixed point equations, or used in a
linear program to solve directly for the optimal controller.

2.2. Partially Observed MDPs and other extensions

Although simple and understandable, the MDP is too simple a model for most of the processes
we are interested in. The most realistic and natural extension of the MDP is the Partially Observed
MDP [25], in which the underlying state-structure is preserved while only some random variable
(denoted here � � ), measurable with respect to the state at each time step, is observed. Below is
depicted the graphical model of a POMDP with a memoryless controller:
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	�� ��������

��� �
	 �� �����

� � � 	 � �

� � � 	 � �

There are elegant structural properties to the optimal controller under the criterion of max-
imizing the total (sum) reinforcement. Most importantly, POMDPs (only under this particular
criteria!) reduce to belief-state MDPs. That is, the Bayes-optimal filter’s distribution over pos-
sible underlying states at each possible time step constitutes a sufficient statistic for control, and
optimal controllers become simply memoryless policies mapping the output of this filter directly
to the space of controls. This elegant result lies at the heart of the Kalman-filter/Linear Quadratic
Regulator optimality (combined with the quadratic cost function). Despite this appeal, with the
exception of special cases and tiny, toy discrete problems, exact POMDP solution techniques have
thus far been computationally useless. Moreover, it is understood now that the problem is funda-
mentally a difficult one; in fact, in the average reward case (eminently tractable in the MDP case
[42] ) finding the optimal control is simply non-computable.

A review of solution techniques can be found in [34]. Many recent techniques, falling under
the rubric of “policy-search” claim to be POMDP solution algorithms. While this is true, it is to
some extent misleading. Many of these algorithms optimize controllers from some limited class
applied to essentially any controlled stochastic process, and so the qualifier POMDP may be overly
restrictive.

2.3. Analytic models in Continuous-Time Finance

The standard approach to continuous-time finance is the development and solution of stochastic
differential equations [46]. 1 Recently, members of the physics community have proposed an
approach completely analogous to the one described here to financial calculations, replacing the
Ito calculus with one based on integration [20]. Besides being much more transparent this approach
opens the door to research in applying the techniques developed in the information engineering and

1The theory of continuous time stochastic processes has a well-deserved reputation for being difficult and opaque
to the uninitiated. This is largely due to its measure-theoretic foundation which introduces a great deal of complication.
The limit of discrete stochastic processes is treated as only an intuition rather than a rigorous definition. The path-
integral approach makes it relatively easy to side-step these complications by directly defining a measure on a space
of paths.
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sciences community to this field, one of immediate and global significance. In the thesis, I will
further explore these connections.

3. Novel Computational Tools

The vast majority of problems of interest in control and AI are not exactly solvable (either
analytically or efficiently computationally) as some of the above are, usually because they involve
very difficult path integrals and non-convex optimization problems. Rather, we must consider
a variety of approximations. There are two well-studied approximations used in the AI literature.
First is the use of approximate dynamic programming (by way of approximate value-functions) and
the other is the use of Monte-Carlo “roll-outs” (trajectory simulation). These are often combined to
form a stochastic iterative approximate dynamic programming algorithms. This set of techniques
form the basis of “Neuro-dynamic programming” [10], which has scored at least one spectacular
success in learning a world-class backgammon playing algorithm. [48]

Both methods, unfortunately, have their difficulties. Perhaps the central fallacy of the value
function approach is that an improving value-function implies an improving policy [7]. On the
contrary: in a wide variety of practical applications it has been observed that approximate value
functions, while steadily reducing their approximation error (i.e. Bellman residue [4]), often ini-
tially improve a policy, but later the policy grows much worse. In other examples, value function
based methods diverge– giving arbitrarily poor approximations. [17] Only a limited number of
methods have sound convergence properties and fewer still any convexity or uniqueness results.
[10] [17] [4] Finally, and perhaps most importantly, value function methods are fundamentally
limited to MDPs. These methods have great promise nevertheless as heuristic “critics” to drive the
search for a good policy. This is a very open and potentially fruitful area of research.

Monte-Carlo (MC) “roll-out” methods for policy evaluation have gained a great deal of pop-
ularity recently as it became fully understood the generality of the problems they could solve.
Although a great deal of research has indicated the power of this approach, standard simulation
based optimization of a controller is perhaps overly general (“Monte Carlo may be a sledgeham-
mer so heavy you couldn’t hope to pick it up.” [44] ). Principally, the generic simulation technique
suffers from high variance and noisy evaluations. This makes optimization a particularly difficult
problem, especially in regions of controller space where the gradient is small. Potentially it may
take a tremendous number of samples to get a good estimate of

/ , or its derivatives. The next
section investigates some novel approaches to solving this problem for control.

3.1. Monte Carlo

The first class of techniques to be considered are those that form randomized “any-time” ap-
proximations to the path-integral

/ , . It is natural to wonder whether there are any benefit to be
gained over naive sampling methodologies; the standard simulation or “roll-out” technique gen-
erates exact samples from the distribution over paths and we can easily compute the path-integral
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as:
�
� 2(�� = ��� � )*�-� ( �

where )*��� ( � indicates the reinforcement (cost or reward) incurred along each sample path.
The key insight is that we have “perfect” samples from the “wrong” distribution. The following
diagram abstractly captures the problem that is overwhelming common in these problems:
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The single Gaussian bump indicates the distribution over paths, while the double bump indi-
cates the cost function along paths. The poor match indicates that when trajectories are sampled
they will rarely capture the important areas of the cost function. This becomes very problematic
in high dimensions. Although this example is a one-dimensional real integral, it still captures the
notion that the cost along paths may be very poorly matched to the sampling distribution of paths.
As a result, it may take a tremendous number of samples to achieve a good approximation. We
seek then, a Monte-Carlo approach that lowers the variance of our estimate. One approach very
recently tried in the literature is that of importance sampling. In importance sampling, one samples
from an approximate distribution and corrects the sample average by a factor

� �-�.�
� ���.�

(where � ���.� is the true sampling distribution and � ����� the substitute). Below, as a dashed line (in
green) we see a substitute sampling distribution that captures more of the tail behavior of the cost
function.
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Although trivial in the toy example depicted, it may be quite difficult on the high dimensional
path-integrals of interest to find and sample from a useful distribution. In general, to minimize the
variance of the estimate of the path-integral there is an optimal distribution to sample from:

� �-�.� 0 	 )*����� 	 � ���.��

Unsurprisingly, this distribution is quite difficult to sample from: the normalizing constant (the
partition function

�
) is the quantity we wish to estimate (at least for )*�����  )! So it seems

we have converted a problem of difficult integration to one of difficult sampling. In general, this
may gain us nothing; however, the conversion motivates a slew of new approaches based on using
problem-specific samplers instead of the completely generic roll-out type.

3.1.1 Importance Sampling with a Shaping Function Another well known approach to
lowering the variance of roll-out estimates is that of “shaping” the reward function– that is, chang-
ing the reward function to lead to lower variance estimates of the value. An elementary proof
(without appeal to Bellman’s equation) based on the path-integral formalism proves an elegant
result due to [36] on the requirements for shaping functions that lead to unbiased estimates of
the value. This will be shown in my thesis. The idea of a shaping function as an “approximate”
path integral, based on some heuristic ( which can of course also be a dynamic part of the overall
integration/optimization processes), can be used immediately to attempt to lower the variance of
our estimates by biasing sampling. Recent work by [41] and [29] has also suggested importance
sampling. Their work, as it restricts itself to the model-free reinforcement learning scenario, uses
importance sampling to re-use samples on multiple controllers. Here instead, we can directly affect
the sampling outcome, and will use importance sampling in its more traditional role to lower the
variance of an integral update. This approach is simple in that it requires only that we change the
one-step forward sampling distribution to sample from the product of our heuristic and the proba-
bility and then adjust our estimates. The technology to do this is provided by the likelihood ratio
method.
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3.1.2 Likelihood Ratio Method of Derivatives The likelihood ratio method of derivative
computation [7] is the primary method used in reinforcement learning. It begins with the simple
observation that:

� , 2 4 �����.�8)*����� 0 2 4 �����.�8)*����� � , �����.�������� (2)

and thus that given samples from � �-�.� , � ( , the estimator

� , / 0 2 ( )*��� ( � � , ����� ( ������ ( �
is an unbiased estimate of the gradient of the path integral value with respect to the parameters+ . (Assuming that all the derivative and ratio terms exist.) The method known as REINFORCE [5]

uses exactly this estimator to compute the derivatives it uses to optimize policies. In a beautiful
paper, Baxter et al. [7] review the method and give a rigorous and elegant extension to the aver-
age reward case. Fortunately for online-reinforcement learning algorithms, it is assumed easy to
sample from �����.� and the likelihood ratio can be computed knowing only the likelihood ratio for
control probabilities. [7] Of course, with a model we can sample other ways. Suppose we sample
at each time step from � �-'�� 	 ' 
 	�� instead of the standard ����'�� 	 ' 
 	�� . Then we need only substitute
�����.� for ������� (leaving the derivative alone) in equation (2) to get a different unbiased estimate.
Equivalently, we may take samples in REINFORCE and multiply them by the ratio ����������������� . One
approach to generating samples is to sample at each time step from a substitute distribution. With
an underlying MDP structure and a memoryless policy given by � this ratio is simply the product
of the ratio of each transition in the true and substitute simulative distributions:

� � � �-'&�<;�= 	 '&��
�	 ���	�$��	 � 	 � ���� � ����'&�<;�= 	 '&��
 	&�-�	�$��	 � 	 � ��� 0�
 �
����'&�<;�= 	 '&��
�	 ���
����'&�<;�= 	 '&��
�	 ���

One approach to changing our simulative distribution is by “shaping” each transition individ-
ually. We may “shape” our sampling distribution by any function �.��' ( �   defined on the state
space and guarantee convergence of the sampling algorithm. By careful application of the likeli-
hood ratio approach, we arrive at the following algorithm (a special case of general path importance
sampling) to compute gradients using the multi-step weighted sampling:

Algorithm 1 (Path Importance Sampling) Takes a shaping function ���������� , a parameterized policy� ����� , ������� , and a POMDP. Returns an estimate of the gradient from 1 trajectory with an importance weight.

1.  �!#"$� ; %	!#"&� (vectors of length ' )

2. ()!*"&� ; (scalar importance weight) +,"-�
3. Do:

(a) Sample control from probabilistic policy �
(b) Sample .0/�132 from 46587:9<;>=@? 7�9BABCD5E7:9<;�=�AF 9<;�=
(c) Sample GH/�132 from observation distribution
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(d) Generate � ��. /�132 �
(e) ()/�1 2 "&()/ F 9E;>=CD5E7 9<;�= A
(f)  /�1 2 "& / ������� 5	� 9�
 �D9� � A� 5	� 9 
 � 9  � A
(g) % /�132 " � ��. /�1 2 �  /�132 � % /
(h) + "&+ ���

4. While( .0/ is not terminal state)

5. Return gradient estimate % / and weight ( /

The algorithm for generating weighted gradients above is very simple. Although it provides the
flavor of algorithms I wish to consider, and space does not permit more detailed description, the
above algorithm will suffer from random-walk behavior on importance weights. This particular
problem is the bane of sequential importance samplers. Part of the thesis research will be in
developing more sophisticated samplers such as Sampling Importance-Resampling and Markov
Chain Monte Carlo path samplers.

3.2. Expectation Propagation

The method discussed above attempts to improve upon naive sampling by applying more clever
strategies to gain the required samples. A different tack is to apply a deterministic scheme to the
integration problem.

A recent advance in estimation was the development of the very general expectation-propagation
algorithm. This algorithm extends the celebrated belief-propagation algorithm of Pearl (see also
[43] ) to general Bayesian inference with approximations in the exponential family. Although
first viewed as a rather ad-hoc approach to inference (in non-tree structured graphs) loopy belief
propagation attracted wide-spread interest due to coding breakthroughs in the information theory
community. It was discovered that Turbo-codes [9] and Low-Density Parity Check Codes [26]
[16] achieved decoding bit-error rates very close to Shannon’s bound on optimal performance us-
ing an iterative decoding equivalent to BP. This lead to a great deal of theoretical attention to the
techniques which resulted in more general algorithms, including EP, and deep insights into the
relation between BP and approximate integration techniques pioneered in the physics community
[52]. The thesis will pursue these connections as they relate to path-integration. Below I discuss in
detail Belief Propagation (BP) and extensions to compute derivatives with respect to controllers.
In section (3.3.3) I discuss related techniques that I will developed in the thesis. Expectation-
Propagation is best introduced by first discussing the Assumed Density Filter [27]. ADF attempts
to do sub-optimal filtering by propagating an approximation to the true density in an online sys-
tem. For example, a non-linear controlled system with a Gaussian distribution over states will
immediately evolve in time to a non-Gaussian distribution. Generally, it becomes very difficult to
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maintain this complex belief state. ADF proposes that at each time step we instead maintain a dis-
tribution from a convenient approximating family of distributions, and when propagating forward
in time we project back to this family to maintain this simplicity. A natural metric on beliefs is the
relative-entropy or KL-divergence between distributions, [11]:

� � � 	 	 � � 0 2 4 � �-�.������� � �����
� �-�.�

and thus the canonical version of the ADF projects the resulting belief state at each time step
to the distribution in its approximating family that minimizes this divergence. Besides the obvious
applications in filtering, ADF has been proposed for numerous less obvious applications including
classification, where it forms an online algorithm to compute the posterior distribution of allowed
classifers. [30] ADF, as it is clearly sensitive to the ordering of data-points (certainly odd in the
classification example), can make poor approximations early in the filtering that are not easily
corrected later.

Minka [30] made a doubly interesting realization: first, that ADF within the exponential family
can be modified to correct these approximation errors due to ordering, and second that this approx-
imation is a powerful extension to a number of existing algorithms, most notably BP. The key is
to note that when performing ADF within the exponential family, there is a relationship between
the prior and posterior belief states due to the approximate updates. Instead of treating ADF as
performing an exact update and then projecting, equivalently it may be viewed as approximating
evidence and then performing an exact update using this evidence. This is clear since we can define
the effective update as simply the ratio of the posterior and prior:

�� ( ����� 0 � � �-�.�:� � �����
The effective update is also in the exponential family (of unnormalized distributions). With

this realization we can take our approximate posterior made up of our original prior multiplied by
these approximations:

� ���.� 0 � �����,
 ( �� ( ���.�
and refine it by removing one approximate term, and computing a new approximation, using

the exact evidence � ( (here the conditional probability tables) for it in the same way as ADF. We
may iteratively do this for all the approximations in turn until we converge on an approximate
posterior.

We wish now to extend EP to the path integration problem. Two useful extensions are in order:
first, as in path importance sampling, we would like to encourage our approximation to better
capture higher cost regions; and second, we would like to compute derivatives with respect to
parameters of the policy. Fortunately, both of these extensions can be made to the EP algorithm.

Although a full derivation of the iterative derivative computation will be saved for the thesis
document, the idea is simple enough to convey. For concreteness, consider the case of a discrete
Bayesian network describing the time evolution of a controlled system. It could be a DBN (Dy-
namic Bayes Net) describing a POMDP or one with more complicated links that violate the Markov
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structure. Either way, we have a standard Bayes net sliced into time-slices with state-variables and
rewards and controls for those state variables. The true posterior distribution over paths is given
by the network structure and conditional probability tables as:

� ����� 0 
 ��� � � ��' �� 	 ����� �-' �� � � (3)

Consider rewards that are additive in time as in the MDP case and that are additive across nodes�
describing state-variables in the network:

)*�-�.� 0 2 ( 2 � � ( ��' �( �
In the standard version of belief propagation, we approximate the complete posterior path prob-

ability by a completely factored approximate distribution:

� ����� 0 
 ( � � � �( ��'��
To simplify notation, indices for state variables will implicitly include time and will run over�

. Term approximations �
(

will be index by
�
. The factorization of � ����� guarantees that the

��
(

term
approximations will also factorize:

�� ( 0 � �	� ��
�� � � ���� � ��� � �� �� �
� �-�.�

where � is the ADF approximation operator onto the factorized family. That is, we may right
each approximate update as a product of updates on each node in the graphical model:

�� ( 0 
 �
��
�(

In particular,
�� �( will only be different than

�
given the standard ADF projection operator when�

is in the conditional probability table as either a child or parent variable. Further, it may be easily
checked that canonical ADF projector simply maintains marginal probabilities over all the discrete
nodes.

Clearly, the derivative of the cost function with respect to + is simply � 
 � ��������, � �-�.� , at least
in the case considered in this document, where � ����� is independent of + . So we must compute
derivatives of our approximation distribution

� ��� � � 
 ( ��
�( (4)

To compute derivatives of the approximations, we need only compute all the derivatives of the
term approximations. From the condition that ADF simply maintains marginals, each derivative
approximation:
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� �� �( �-' � �
� + 0 2 
 � ���

� � ( �-�.�
� + 


���� �
� � ��' � ��� 2 
 � ��� � ( �-�.�

� � ���� � � � �-' � �
� + (5)

consists of the derivatives of the conditional probability tables and terms related to the deriva-
tives of other nodes in the network. We now have a set of fixed point equations for the derivatives.
On top of the existing message passing of BP, we can add a message passing for derivatives that
stores and propagates these approximate derivatives and enforces the fixed point equations. Full
details are reserved for greater space.

In the thesis, I will also present new ADF projection operators that better approximate the path
integral. The standard approximation uses relative entropy as its optimization criteria. Instead,
we would like to weigh the projection operator to focus accuracy of the approximation on larger
contributions to the integral.

It is worth noting that both of these extensions may be of independent interest and have uses
outside the realm of control or even decision theory. For example, estimating the derivative of
the evidence with respect to parameters of the model would facilitate model selection. Further,
in the thesis I will show how this algorithm can be used to compute the kind of derivatives and
probabilities needed by the likelihood ratio method for multi-robot problems with exponentially
large action spaces while still respecting a required communication structure.

3.3. Other integrators

The bulk of the research I wish to conduct for my thesis is related to the integrators discussed
above and other extensions. This field of research seems quite wide open, with great promise for
a variety of methods. I will briefly discuss some other methods that suggest themselves and how
they may be extended and applied.

3.3.1 Sequential Filtering Research in sequential filtering has developed a number of clever
techniques that maybe of use in control. One notable algorithm is the Unscented Kalman Filter
[23] (UKF). The UKF is an ADF type algorithm on Gaussians with a clever propagation and
projection step. In the UKF, one takes samples along the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix
at a distance of 1 standard deviation. These samples are propagated forward using the system
dynamics and then used to compute a new Gaussian density by preserving the moments of these
samples. Unlike the Extended Kalman Filter, the UKF doesn’t require analytic computation of the
Jacobian, and tends to be more robust to heavy-tailed distributions over state. In the thesis I would
like to combine the UKF with the iterative refinement idea of EP to gain a powerful integrator for
continuous problems. This approach too may be useful outside control. For example it provides
a new approach to combining online and batch estimation for the Simultaneous Localization and
Mapping problem as in [12].
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3.3.2 Density Estimation Next, I would like to use non-parametric density estimators as a
technique to compute path-integrals. Density estimation for policy evaluation was first considered
in [38] and appears to be a technique with much promise, as it may allow us to easily trade bias
for lower variance. I hope to improve on the results there by emphasizing trajectories and doing
density estimates over these trajectories.

3.3.3 Field-Theoretic Integration In work closely related to belief propagation, a large num-
ber of techniques from field-theory and statistical physics have already been brought to bear on
inference problems. For example, excellent results have been obtained using variational (particu-
larly structured mean-field) [21] methods, and a series of improvements on this technique including
variations on the Thouless-Andersen-Palmer (TAP) approximation, Kikuchi and Bethe approxima-
tions, and the cavity, replica and saddle-point methods have all been applied to graphical model
inference. (A summary of much of this research is available in [39]). Further, very recent re-
search has focused on the renormalization group as a method to recursively solve large problems
[52] [3]. There is a great deal of promise in these techniques and many are closely related to the
Expectation-Propagation algorithm discussed above. They are interesting insofar as they may pro-
vide deeper insight into the path-integration problem as well as provide new algorithms with better
convergence and/or convexity properties. The thesis will address some of these techniques as they
prove useful in control.

3.3.4 Combining Integrators Finally, one of the most useful contributions may be the com-
bination of the techniques discussed here and the better known approachs in control. For exam-
ple, in some problems we will be able to handle some computations exactly and thus reduce the
variance of MC estimators (given the unhelpful name ”Rao-Blackwellization” in statistics). In
others, some pieces of a larger problem may be amenable to near exact computation, by EP, others
amenable to value function approximation, while some parts remain best handled by brute force
Monte-Carlo. Engineering good ways to combine these methods will almost certainly be critical
to large scale application of stochastic control and planing.

4. Novel Models for Uncertain Systems and Robust Control

Applications to real robotic systems, including Carnegie Mellon’s autonomous helicopter, mo-
tivated the development of a new class of models. In these applications it is valuable to develop
techniques to handle model uncertainty and under-modeling.

Under-modeling is a certainty; compromise is an inevitable consequence of the need for com-
putationally tractable models– both learned and hand-designed. Ensuring that control algorithms
aren’t brittle with respect to these unmodeled dynamics is of paramount importance in model-based
reinforcement learning and planning problems. In the first section, I present a slight extension of
the path integration approach that enables the development of controllers robust to non-Markovian
disturbances.

Even when a model is able to accurately capture the dynamics of a system, and the non-
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Markovian effects may be neglible, model-based reinforcement learning must always deal with
the limits of available data. In large state-spaces, we constantly face a data-sparsity problem in
trying to build a model. The certainty-equivalent approach can fail badly as it assigns complete
confidence even when the data is arbitrarily sparse. To be Bayesian about our uncertainty, we
should explicitly model our uncertainty about dynamics and do well on average with respect to
that uncertainty. In the second section, we consider an extension of the MDP in which we try to
minimize cost over a distribution of models.

4.1. Stochastic Robustness

A problem that is of fundamental interest in planning and control problems is determining
the robustness of a plan or policy to modeling errors. It has long been recognized in the control
community that controllers developed in the framework of stochastic optimal control may exhibit
unsatisfactory online performance due to poor robustness to small modeling errors. More recently,
this problem has been recognized in the reinforcement learning community as well, and algorithms
have been suggested to deal with it. Minimizing the risk and impact of brittle controllers is of
some import in model-based reinforcement learning solutions, particularly ones where failure has
significant consequences [2].

One basic approach is to abandon the framework of stochastic control entirely. [19] and [33]
adopt this approach, replacing a probabilistic model of interactions with a deterministic, worst case
evaluation criterion. [19]’s technique (mini-max Q-learning) assumes that at each step the worst
possible result happens to an agent. As might be imagined, this can lead to rather conservative
estimates of the value of a policy, particularly in the instances where a stochastic model is an
accurate representation. In the worst case- a truly stochastic model where there is some small
probability of catastrophe at each state, this algorithm evaluates all policies as equally abysmal
performers.

Much work in the control community has been directed towards this problem, and the formu-
lation known as

���
robust control has been a research focus for decades. The efficient computa-

tional solution to the linear problem has attracted a great deal of interest among practitioners.
���

,
generalized to non-linear problems is closely related to the mini-max criterion described above as
in this framework the controller is pitted against a disturber that can inject an � � bounded dis-
turbance into the feedback loop. The controller seeks to maintain the stability of the system by
attenuating this disturbance. The relation between disturbances in the

���
formulation and model

error can be attributed to results like the small-gain theorem [49]. The relationship is particu-
larly sharp in the linear case, where the disturber can be identified with a norm-bounded (in the
Hardy-space,

���
, hence the name) linear perturbation. In the context of finite-state machines (de-

terministic MDP’s),
���

reduces to the mini-max framework described above with the addition of
costs incurred against the disturber for the “energy” required for applying each disturbance. [33]
shows how

���
might be phrased in terms of reinforcement learning.

Stochastic models were developed to model situations where state transitions happen due to
events that are largely unobservable and uncontrollable. While

���
is doubtless a useful scheme
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for control, there are many applications of practical interest where a stochastic model remains an
excellent approximation of real system behavior, and a worst case deterministic model has both
very poor fidelity with the real system and leads to controllers with performance so conservative
as to have little practical value. Yet we still wish to ensure that our policies remain robust to
errors made in modeling the stochastic process. A fundamentally different approach has been
taken in risk-sensitive optimal control. In the risk sensitive framework, the basic structure of a
stochastic model is retained, but the risk-neutral additive cost function is replaced with a cost
function that emphasizes variance in cost occurred during control– in particular, risk-sensitive
controllers will prefer a deterministic reward � to a lottery

�
with ��� ��� 0 � . This seems a natural

preference– at least for human decision makers. Risk sensitive criteria can also be related to a type
of model uncertainty; [14] connects risk-sensitive control, where the value is defined as the time-
average expectation of an exponential sum of costs, to a dynamic game, similar to the

� �
problem,

where the disturber influences next state transitions distributions, but pays a penalty for the relative
entropy incurred at each step between the nominal model and the disturber’s preferred next state
distribution. The risk sensitive criterion thus provides a link to our desiderata of robustness, but
lacks strucuture: deviations in the transition probabilities at every state are considered equally and
no bound is imposed to prevent possibly arbitrarily large deviations from a nominal model by the
disturber.

4.2. Sets of Path Distributions

I propose to address the stochastic robustness problem more directly. Uncertainty will be de-
scribed in terms of a set (henceforth the uncertainty set) of possible probability distributions over
paths. The problem will be to find a stationary, Markovian policy (the set of which is denoted � )
that performs optimally in the sense that it maximizes the expectation of reward over all possible
path distributions. As in standard MDPs, we will consider problems with a (finite) state space by9 and the (finite) space of controls by � . The discount factor is indicated by

�
, the reinforcement

function over states by )*�-'�� , the uncertainty set of distributions of trajectories by � , and the set of
possible next state distributions drawn from � corresponding to a state

�
and control 	 as � �( . (i.e.

all possible marginal distributions starting at
�

with control 	 )
To ensure robustness we wish to find controllers that perform well on all models in the uncer-

tainty set. Specifically, envision a static game in which a stationary Markovian controller is chosen,
and then a model is chosen from the uncertainty set so as to minimize the expected reinforcement
recieved by the controller. That is, the game’s value (to the controller) is defined as:

�
	��
�7�� ������ ��� � �7� � � 2 �

� � )*���*� � � (6)

4.2.1 General Sets It is unfortunately the case that finding policies that are guaranteed to be
good across unrestricted sets of models is computationally challenging. A stronger claim is also
true: Although we have allowed arbitrarily complicated non-Markovian models into our uncer-
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tainty sets to allow for under-modeling, the computational difficulty is not mitigated by restricting
the uncertainty set to only contain Markov Decision Processes. A reduction similar to Littman’s
proof [24] of the hardness of finding optimal memoryless policies in POMDPs proves the following
result:

Proposition 1 Finding the stationary memoryless policy that maximizes the least expected reward
over an uncertainty set of Markovian Decision Problems is NP-hard.

4.2.2 Convex Sets I will now consider more restricted uncertainty sets that are both broad
enough to be quite interesting with regard to applications, yet restrictive enough to admit tractable
solutions. Two essential conditions must be met. First, we require that the uncertainty factor by
state/action pair– that is, for each state-action pair the next-state distribution can be chosen by
the minimizing player independently of the next state-distribution chosen elsewhere in the state
space. Clearly the uncertainty set can contain distributions where this doesn’t hold as well as
the ones where it does. Secondly we require that the possible marginal probability distributions��� � 	 � 
 	�� form a convex set. The uncertainty set of path distributions will include an uncountable
set of MDPs, as well as non-MDPs that meander around inside the limits set by the marginal
distributions. In terms of just the MDP subset of the path distributions, the definition can be
cleanly stated in terms of a kind of convexity of the next-state transition kernels:

Definition 1 We call an uncertainty set of MDPs convex if for every action 	 , every state
�
, and

any two transitions kernels defining the distribution over next states � �( and � �( , all next-state
distributions “on the line” between the � and � are included. That is, all transition functions of
the form

� �( 0��1� � 
 � ��� �( � � � � � � � 
 � � ��� �(
for any function �1� � 
 � � taking its values in the range �  
 � � , are also in the uncertainty set.

To support the claim that convex uncertainty sets are interesting, I provide some examples.
First, there are sets of MDPs such as:

Example 1 The class of uncertainty sets known as interval-MDPs [51] where every element of the
transition matrix has bound constraints such as � �( �
	 � �( �
	�� �( � is a convex uncertainty set.

Example 2 The class of uncertainty sets where each row of the the transition matrix is constrained
to lie in some relative-entropy ball around a nominal distribution � �( , 5� �( 	 � � � �( 	 � �( � 	�� �(�� , de-
scribes a convex uncertainty set.

Example 3 In the mini-max model next states are chosen independently and deterministically for
each state-action pair. The uncertainty set consisting of for each state-action pair the convex hull
of the possible next states in the probability simplex constitutes a convex uncertainty set.

Some interesting non-MDP models fall within the convex undertainty set definition as well.
Consider some notions of stochastic processes that behave as if they were “nearly” Markovian,
and then discuss algorithms designed to behave robustly to this form of perturbation.
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Definition 2 Two controlled stochastic processes, � and � are � -close in variation if ����' � 	 ' 
 	�� �
� 	 ����',� 	 ' 
 	�� 	 ����',� 	 ' 
 	�� � � holds for all ' 
 '�� 
�	 and all possible trajectories of the process.
Controlled stationary stochastic process � is � -close in relative entropy to processes � if for all
possible trajectories of each process

�7	 � � � � � � � � � � �-' � 	 ' 
 	�� 	 ����' � 	 ' 
 	�� � 	 �
Definition 3 A controlled stochastic processes � is boundedly non-markovian in variation (rela-
tive entropy), with bound � if there exists a Markov process with transition matrix � such that �
and � are � close in variation (relative entropy). � is denoted the nominal model for � .

Example 4 The set of all � � � � ����� -boundedly non-markovian decision problems relative to a nom-
inal model � forms a convex uncertainty set.

First observe that MDP solutions possess moderate inherent robustness to boundedly non-
Markovian behavior of a process:

Theorem 1 Solving for the optimal policy in a nominal Markovian decision problem � , corre-
sponding to a boundedly non-markovian decision problem (with bound � in either variation or
relative entropy) induces error over the optimal policy that is polynomially bounded in � .

4.3. Solution Algorithms

The factored state assumption condition that suggests the introduction of a stochastic dynamic
game with turns between a controller that chooses an action 	 at each time step, and a disturber who
counters with the next step distribution ��� � 	 � � 
�	 � from a set of allowable next state distributions
� �( .

Note that the dynamic game described above is a zero-sum one of complete information. It
follows from well know results in game theory [6] that the following holds:

Lemma 1 If � �� defines a compact region of the probability simplex for every ' and 	 , then there
exists for both the controller and disturber Markovian, stationary, and deterministic optimal strate-
gies.

Note that value-iteration in the dynamic game implicitly gives a policy for both the disturber
and the controller by look-ahead in the one-step game. Surprisingly, although the dynamic game
was introduced as a relaxation of the game defined in equation (6), as it appears to give much more
power to the controller and disturber, the above result implies that under the further assumption
that � factors by state and action, the dynamic game solution is also a solution to the static game
(6) of uncertain models described above:
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Theorem 2 If � is a compact and convex uncertainty set of distributions, then the optimal distur-
bance is a stationary, Markovian distribution over next states and can be identified with an element
of the subset of MDPs in � . Robust value-iteration in a compact convex uncertainty converges to
the value function of the optimal policy with respect to worst model in � .

I present the algorithm:

Algorithm 2 (Robust Value Iteration) 1. Initialize
�

to the zero vector the size of the state space.

2. Repeat until
�

converges:

3. For all states i and controls a, assign to matrix ������� the solution to the optimization problem:

� ���	� 5 � 
	
 A "�����4�������
� 4 � � � � �������

4. Update
�

by maximizing over the control set:

� �B����"������ �"!
� ����� 5�# 
 � A

This algorithm can also be easily extended to run asynchronously and online. It is not clear
however, that Algorithm (2) leads to a computable solution, as Step 3 requires a minimization over
an uncountable set of probability distributions. Perhaps surprisingly it is not only computable but
tractable:

Corollary 1 Finding the (near)-optimal policy to guarantee performance (within a given � ) in a
compact and convex uncertainty set of MDPs is a polynomial time problem, and Algorithm (2)
solves the problem in polynomial time.
Proof: (Sketch) Note that the minimization required in the algorithm is a convex program: The
expectation is linear in � and thus forms a linear objective function subject to convex constraints.
It is known that convex programs can be solved in polynomial-time (in the number of states) by
interior point (e.g. ellipsoidal algorithm) methods. Further, each epoch of value-iteration reduces
the error geometrically, so that in time logarithmic in � , the maximum allowed sub-optimality, an
approximately optimal policy can be computed.

In sharp contrast to the general problem, convex uncertainty sets lead to a tractable solution to
the uncertain model control problem. The algorithm presented, as it requires convex programs to
be solved at each step can be quite expensive in practice, despite the polynomial time guarantees.
However, the algorithm naturally takes advantage of structure in the uncertainty set. In the case of
variation bounds on the probabilities, the convex program reduces to a linear program, and so for
small structured uncertainty sets, the LP can reduce to a simple minimization over a finite set of
possible disturbances corresponding to the vertices of the constraint set.

4.4. Connections to $&%
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As discussed above, methods other than stochastic optimal control with respect to the nominal
model exist for mitigating the impact of non-markovian behavior. Of particular interest is the

���
paradigm, where energy costs are associated with disturbances injected at each time step.

The simple modification of step (3) of Algorithm (2) to include energy costs as follows:

� ����� � � ��� � 0 � 	 �
�7� ��� � � � � � )*� � � � 	 �!� � 
 � � �

where � � � 
 � � is a non-negative cost associated with each transition (from i to j), representing
energy injected by the disturber to induce unfavorable transitions and

	
is the scalar

���
coefficient,

generalizes the standard discrete state, discounted
� �

problem. It is easy to recover the standard
formulation by relaxing all of the next-state distribution constraints to include the entire simplex,
and ensuring that for every state

�
there exists a

�
so �!� � 
 � � 0  .

4.5. Experiments with Stochastic Robustness

4.5.1 Path Planning Robot path planning has been the subject of a great deal of research
effort, but the vast majority of it concentrates on static obstacles. A significant difficulty in plan-
ning with dynamic obstacles is the difficulty of modeling such objects– the dynamics of a human
obstructing the robot’s path are stochastic and possibly very high dimensional.

It is possible to use the framework here to develop controllers robust to a wide variety of
dynamic objects. Specifically, the dynamic obstacle is modeled as a “lazy” random walk with un-
known and time-varying drift. In the eight connected grid used for planning, the dynamic obstacle
is subject only to the linear constraints:

� � � Obstacle doesn’t move � ��
���

This gives a vast space of possible dynamics (transition matrices) for the object whose details
we leave unspecified. In this model the dynamic obstacle is thought of as inadvertently adversarial
(perhaps not an unrealistic assumption for some humans interacting with the robot), and we require
path planning to remain robust to all such obstacles.

In many situations paths resulting from the uncertain MDP solutions result in paths that show
greater deference to the impedance caused by the dynamic obstacle than solutions that treat the
object as static. Figure (1) illustrates the robot circuiting the obstacle, and the resulting value
function. Lighter regions indicated regions of higher cost. As the resulting plans are feedback
strategies, the illustrations depict the plan resulting from the object staying still. (The computed
strategy, of course, does not.) A conventional planner skirts the obstacle to minimize cost.

In the Figure (2) I compare solutions derived by the standard planner and the robust planner,
noting that to avoid interference from the dynamic obstacle, the robust controller takes a longer
and very different path to the goal, despite the existence of a feasible (although potentially quite
difficult) path between the dynamic obstacle and the other impediments in the environment.
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Figure 1: These figures illustrate a path planned by the robot (dark leftmost circle) giving a dynamic obstacle (lighter
circle adjacent to the robot) a wide berth on it’s route to the goal (light circle on far right). The figure on right illustrates
the value function compute by the robust dynamic programming algorithm while the figure on the right illustrates the
path taken.

Figure 2: The left figure shows the plan generated by the conventional dynamic programmer. On the right the
uncertain MDP solution leads to a path (from the dark circle robot to the light circle goal) that makes a greater effort
to avoid the dynamic obstacle.
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Figure 3: A graphical depiction over the coarsely discretized state-space of the relative performances of the robust
and standard controllers. The left graph illustrates the degree to which the standard MDP algorithm underestimates the
true value of each state, while the right graph illustrates the relative performance of the two controllers in simulations.
Positive values indicated the robust solution out-performed the standard one.

4.5.2 The Mountain-Car POMDP It is also interesting to look at discretized and hidden
state. In particular, consider a variation on the well-studied “Mountain-Car” problem, where unlike
the standard formulation, only an approximate, discrete representation of the state is available for
control.

The dynamics used are the standard ones given in [47], but complete state observability is
replaced by discrete valued sensors that output the car position to within .085 position units ( =� �
of the cars position range) and .007 velocity units ( =� � of the maximum speed). Two approaches
are presented to solving the problem. First the state uncertainty is treated by approximating the
problem with a Markovian one. Assuming that for a given sensor measurements all states that
result in this sensor measurement are equally likely, I compute transition probabilities by sampling
one step forward from a uniform distribution over each sensor grid cell. Standard dynamic program
is run on the resulting discrete MDP. Next, I use the robust value iteration described above to model
the possible error introduced by assuming the problem is a discrete, fully-observed MDP.

Both methods are able to find satisficing controllers, however, the robust algorithm’s value
function serves as a lower bound on the actual cost when the controller is run on a simulation of
the mountain car dynamics. The MDP solution often significantly under-estimates the actual cost
of a state. (Figure 4.5.2) The controller developed using the robust value iteration algorithm is
quite conservative, preferring multiple swing-ups to ensure success. In a number of places it still
out-performs the standard controller. (Figure 4.5.2 ).

It is interesting to observe that the sharp under-estimates of the true cost of a policy in the
MDP do not vanish with increased resolution of the discretization. (See Figure(4.5.2)). This is a
very general phenomenon that occurs along switches in the optimal policy, so that given a

�
-fine

discretization, one can expect these kind of inaccurate value estimates to occur on � � � � � � of the
state space. MDP solutions are helped by noise in this case as it smoothes the dynamics, making
the uncertainty in the transitions due to discretization relatively small.

Although space does not permit details of experiments, it is worth noting that the framework
of stochastic robustness is very natural for model-based reinforcement learning, and enables the
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Figure 4: The left figure illustrates the mountain-car value-function computed by Algorithm (2) on a fine discretiza-
tion of state-space. On the right the we see the simulated performance of the MDP solution. Note the difference in
vertical scale.

Figure 5: Error in the MDP cost estimate at a fine discretization. Note the sharp underestimates that occur along the
decision boundary.
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learning of controllers that can guarantee (with high probability) performance while learning, en-
suring robustness that the certainty-equivalent approach cannot.

4.6. Uncertain MDPs

In this section I outline work done on an extension of MDP models that arises in the context of
model-based reinforcement learning. Traditional model-based reinforcement learning algorithms
make a certainty equivalence assumption on their learned models and calculate optimal policies for
a maximum-likelihood Markovian model. It is our contention that these techniques face serious
difficulties in the application to robotics.

Physical systems are often high-dimensional so that it is quite impossible to have data for all
parts of state-space. It is also unlikely than any model used by the learning algorithm is capable
of capturing all of the subtlety of the real system dynamics, so we would like learning control
algorithms to exhibit some degree of robustness to undermodeling. Further, even given a good
model, the complexity of building optimal policies typically rises exponentially in the number
of dimensions. (The “curse of dimensionality”, [8]). learning systems, and particularly those
operating in the physical world where experiments are costly and time-consuming, must face the
well-know exploration/exploitation dilemma. The learning system must trade off: 1) the desire to
improve a model by trying out actions and states that have not been well explored (which could
improve its overall performance in the future), and 2) the desire to take actions that are known
to be good (which yields better near-term performance). The exploration/exploitation problem
has received considerable attention. Developing strategies to explore and exploit efficiently is an
extremely difficult problem– especially under constraints that are often present in real systems. As
an example, consider a helicopter learning its dynamics and a control policy. We want to ensure
that it will not crash while learning, or operating under a policy derived from a learned model.
Intimately tied to this exploration/exploitation trade-off is the issue of building controllers that are
exploration or risk-sensitive.

4.7. Performance Criterion

To formalize the notion of building optimal controllers we require a criterion on which to judge
the performance of a given controller on a trajectory. A natural one to consider is the (discounted)
sum of future rewards achieved under a controller.

To consider this as a metric on policies, I suggest that policies be ordered by mean trajectory
performance, where the expectation is taken with respect to measure � (including Markov noise
and model distribution). Considering the expectation over model uncertainty and noise is a more
complete way to look at model-based reinforcement learning solutions than is usually done when
evaluating certainty-equivalence based approaches. Under this metric, we consider the entire pos-
terior distribution on models, and not just the point maximum-likelihood estimate. Finding the
optimal controller with this metric corresponds to the Bayesian decision-theoretic optimal con-
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troller, when we know the controller cannot be changed at a later time due to new information.
As in the Stochastic Robustness model, there are times when it is valuable to consider stronger

guarantees on performance than simply average-case. We can extend our criteria for safety and
robustness criterion is by maximizing the performance on the worst model in a large set of models
(large in the sense of measure, e.g. on .95 fraction of the models), or on almost all trajectories
the controller executes, so as to, with high-probability, bound the worse-case controller perfor-
mance. Such robustness procedures when inverted to look at best, instead of worst, performance
are similar to heuristic approaches commonly used in experiment design. (For a discussion of the
application of stochastic optimization in artificial intelligence and a description of the algorithms
mentioned here, see [32].) Algorithms developing controllers to maximize this criterion can be
seen as searching for a good experiment to perform to collect information; they are essentially de-
signed according to the “optimism in the face of uncertainty” heuristic. Under this interpretation,
the Bayes optimal stationary controller described here can be seen as being a version of PMAX–
choosing an experiment at the point of largest expected value.

One should briefly note that all of the results on the sample complexity of the evaluating a
policy class developed in [37] applies equally to our problem of averaging over models. In fact,
the clever PEGASUS trick of fixing events in the samples space (equivalently the random number
generator) was used throughout my experimental work and is quite effective in reducing the com-
putation needed to optimize the controllers. Despite these guarrantees, it is worth pointing out that
the following is true:

Proposition 2 Finding the unrestricted stationary memoryless policy that achieves the largest ex-
pected reward on distributions over Markovian (or Partially Observed Markovian) Decision Pro-
cess is NP-hard.

The distribution over models resulting from Bayes estimation in model-based RL leads to a
difficult computational problem as we lose the Markov property that makes dynamic programming
an efficient solution technique. The problem becomes similar to the one of finding memoryless
policies in a POMDP, and thus a reduction similar to [24] proves the result.

4.8. Sampling Algorithms

Until this point I have deferred the question of sampling from the space of trajectories
�

. In the
case of Bayesian parametric approximators of system dynamics, sampling can be obtained simply
by sampling from the posterior of the parameters and then rolling out trajectories as is standard in
Monte-Carlo policy evaluation.

However, in many problems in robotics, it has been demonstrated that non-parametric regres-
sion techniques admirably serve to model the often highly non-linear and noisy dynamics. [1]
These techniques make it impossible to directly sample from the space of possible models. Some
non-parametric models like Locally Weighted Bayesian Regression do make it possible to sample
from a set of posterior local parameters, and hence can generate samples from the 1-step predictive
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Figure 6: The CMU Yamaha R50 helicopter in autonomous flight.

distribution due to model uncertainty. I argue that this, combined with the ability to re-estimate
the model in the Bayes-optimal way, is sufficient to create arbitrary length trajectories that are
independent samples from the n-step predictive distribution. If a regression algorithm like LWBR
is not a Bayes optimal estimator, the technique described in this section provides biased n-step
samples that hopefully are close approximations to the ideal samples.

Algorithm 3 (N-step predictive sampler) Algorithm to generate samples from the N-step predic-
tive distribution of a learner with 1-step predictive distributions

1. Generate a sample state transition from the 1-step predictive distribution and update the current state

2. Update the learned model using the generated state transition as if it were a training point observed from the
real system

3. Repeat to 1 until a termination state is entered or effective horizon is reached (For the analysis below assume,
repeat n times.

4. Reset the learned model back to the original model

If our estimator were optimal in the Bayesian sense, we would expect that iteratively re-
estimating the model using generated samples from the model, as the algorithm above suggests,
would indeed allow us to sample from the n-step predictive distribution.

Theorem 3 (Sufficiency of 1-step predictive learners) If model
�

in algorithm (3) can be re-
cursively updated in the Bayes-optimal way, the trajectories generated by the algorithm (3) are
independent samples from the n-step predictive distribution.
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4.8.1 Helicopter Experiments The research described in the section was pursued in large
part to facilitate the development of controllers of physically realized robotic systems– and in par-
ticular Carnegie Mellon’s autonomous helicopter. There is ample room to apply the techniques
developed in the machine learning community to the problems in the control of autonomous he-
licopters. Autonomous helicopter control is difficult as the dynamics are unstable, non-minimum
phase, have large delays, and vary a great deal across the flight envelope. In this section I detail
some of the results from applying the policy search methods described in the previous sections to
the problem of the flight control of an autonomous helicopter.

4.8.2 Dynamics To provide a manageable first goal in applying policy-search to the heli-
copter, I considered only the so-called “core dynamics” of the helicopter, the pitch, roll, and hor-
izontal translations. The dynamic instabilities are known to lie in these dynamics, and control
of these is therefore paramount. [28] Existing proportional-derivative (PD) controllers, tediously
tuned by the helicopter team, were used on the yaw-heave dynamics. From a high-level, the goal
will be the regulation of the helicopter hovering about a point, or a slowly varying trajectory. This
will be formalized as a cost function to be optimized.

4.8.3 Modeling Modeling a dynamical system is always challenging. To learn the dynamics
of the helicopter, I chose to implement a LWBR (locally weighted Bayesian regression) state-space
model. This is a powerful non-linear learning algorithm that allowed us to capture uncertainty in
the dynamics of the helicopter. Details on the learning algorithm are available in [31] and applied
to the helicopter in [2].

4.9. Controller design

4.9.1 Controller structure In proposing an initial controller structure, I looked towards sim-
ple controllers known to be capable of flying the helicopter. To this end, I proposed a simple,
neural-network style structure that is decoupled in the pitch and roll axis, and about equilibrium is
similiar to a linear PD controller. There were 10 parameters to modify in the controller structure,
corresponding to the weights between output nodes and parameters in the sigmoidal functions at
the hidden and output layers. This is a fairly simple controller that leads to a policy differentiable
in its parameters and nearly linear about equilibrium. Because of the hidden layer unit, it is able to
adapt to large set-point shifts in the position variables, unlike a linear one.

4.9.2 Optimization It has previously been demonstrated that the criterion of averaging tra-
jectory costs over noise and models (or rather the approximation of it given in [45] ) typically leads
to controllers that are neither too conservative, nor as aggressive as that obtained by a optimizing
a maximum likelihood model. A variety of cost criterion were implemented, mostly variants on
quadratic penalty functions, each leading to different (although mildly so) controllers. Details are
available in [2]. In all cases there was a large penalty (

�  �

) for state-variables that were outside the
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Figure 7: Data logs from the R-50 demonstrating performance hovering under (left) a highly trained pilot’s control,
and (right) the neural-net controller built by the robust policy search methods.

space of the data we had observed. After establishing the cost criterion, one must consider the task
of optimizing the parameters. Trajectories were rolled out using the sampling technique described
in algorithm (3) for the LWBR model. Typical policy evaluations were 30 trajectories of horizon
length 500 with discount factor

� 0 
 ��� � .

4.10. Validation

Initial validation experiments were performed on a linear model of the rotorcraft about hover
given in [28]. Good performance on this model was encouraging as it is significantly higher-
dimensional (

��� ��� order) and larger bandwidth model than that obtained using the locally weighted
regression technique described here, and was developed by a different set of techniques.

It is interesting to note that controller developed by policy search on the maximum likelihood
model had highly oscillatory (nearly unstable) performance on the linear simulator. The controller
learned on the distribution of models, in contrast had significantly lower loop gain.

The helicopter was test flown with the learned controller. The results were encouraging, and
demonstrate that the simple policy search technique can generate controllers that are applicable
to robotic systems. Despite quite windy conditions the rotorcraft was able to track moving set
points and reject strong gusts. Figure (7) shows typical performance during the flight, contrasting
the hovering of a highly trained human pilot with the controller obtained using the safe learning
control methods described above.

5. Future Applications

This research in integration technology may be applied to a variety of tasks. I am interested
in beginning testing on a set of well-studied problems in the AI literature. These include the
BATmobile [15] and the SysAdmin multi-agent problem [18].

Next some of the applications will also come from FIRE (Federation of Intelligent Robotic
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Figure 8: A depiction of the FIRE simulator showing autonomous rovers and the rocks they are investigating.

Explorers), a NASA multi-robot domain. In particular, I will consider the problem of developing
controllers that efficiently direct multiple robots in the search for interesting rock-specimens when
each individual robot has a significant chance of catastrophically failing. As the initial problem
for the system, I will consider a system where there is a team of approximately 10 robots whose
goal is to pick up all the rocks (with known locations) in a discretized grid world. Each robot will
have a controller with a policy defined in terms of an exponential distribution over local features
and features of nearby robots. With probability

� � � a robot will cease to function at each time
step. The goal will be to collect as many rocks as possible before all the robots fail. This problem
is interesting as is an NP-hard stochastic control problem with a large space of actions. My pre-
liminary work on the FIRE project has consisted of solving hard inference problems– determining
where rocks are likely to be, for example, with a statistical model of rock distributions, and then
applying simple planners to multiple agent search. It would be natural to extend the proposed
method by considering unknown rock distributions and allowing the robots to maintain certain be-
lief state over that. It is quite likely that multiple techniques will have to be merged here to achieve
significant progress. I will also consider continuous and hybrid state problems, such as more so-
phisticated controllers for the helicopter, where other techniques discussed in this document may
prove valuable.

6. Contributions and thesis research

In summary, in my thesis I propose to highlight the connection between path integration and
stochastic control. There are three basic components to the research. The first is the insight that
may be gained by emphasizing the integration over trajectories aspects of the problem. I hope to
clarify existing results in the field and will establish that the connection with the Bellman equa-
tion/value function approach to control is one of convex duality. Secondly, I have already devel-
oped models, inspired by the focus on trajectories, that have lead to useful results in the field of
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robust control. The first extended the optimization of the path integral to a adversarial game, while
the second treated uncertainty with a distribution over possible models. To complement these
models, I developed algorithms that allowed controllers to be built efficiently for them. This led
to the first successful reinforcement learning control of a helicopter, as well as the first successful
controller for the Robotics Institute’s autonomous helicopter project that was not hand-crafted.

Finally, the bulk of future work will focus on the development of approximate integration
techniques appropriate to the control domain. Although much research on searching for controllers
(policy-search) has focused on the optimization aspect of the problem, there is a great deal of room
to adopt new methods of integration. In particular, I will focus on stochastic methods, such as
path importance sampling and density estimation, as well as deterministic strategies, such as field
theoretic approximation and sequential filtering.

Schedule

As I am suggesting a rather broad topic, I would like to leave myself some time to achieve
interesting results. I intended to spend Summer ’02 working on the Derivative Propagation and
Sequential Filtering approaches on the well-developed problems in the literature mentioned above
and in the FIRE domain. In Fall ’02 and Spring ’03 I will continue this research on FIRE focusing
on the multi-agent aspects of this problem. In Spring ’03 and Summer ’03 I will explore the contin-
uous state and sampling aspects of the problem. In the Fall ’03, I will focus on the documentation
of this research in the thesis document.

More specifically, my schedule is as follows:

� Summer ’02

– Develop derivative propagation (See section 3.2)

– Develop sequential filtering algorithm (See section 3.3.1)

– Apply to initial FIRE problem

� Fall ’02

– Develop muti-agent coordination algorithm using derivative propagation for FIRE do-
main

– Apply the two algorithms above to other problems selected from the application section

� Spring ’03

– Develop path importance sampling (See section 3.1)

– Integrate belief state into FIRE robot policies

– Develop density-estimation techniques (See section 3.3.2)

� Summer ’03
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– Investigate field-theoretic techniques to approximate path integrals (See section 3.3.3)

– Explore combining various techniques (For example, section 3.3.4)

– Apply these algorithms to other problems in the application section (5)

� Fall ’03

– Document the work developed in the thesis

– Defend the thesis
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